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Since I started my first site, www.InsuranceBlogByChris.com (IBBC), in Dec. 2008, I’ve gotten over  

1.5 Million unique visitors to my websites, and generated approximately 60,000 leads, mostly to IBBC 

and www.TermLifeInsuranceMales.com. 

Here are my best traffic and leads tips:

TIP 1

My #1 web marketing tip that will bring more traffic and higher conversions 

is to target a specific niche. 

The main problem I see for many online marketers is that they cast their 

net too wide, and are trying to appeal to too big of an audience. 

When I built IBBC, my first life insurance website, I made the mistake of 

providing information for ALL ages and types of health conditions, but 

only 4-5% of my visitors request a quote on that site. Then I built a site 

exclusively for diabetics who need life insurance, which is laser targeted 

for diabetics and helping them solve their specific needs. The quote form 

on that site converts at a whopping 21%.

And the cool thing about Niching down is 1) Google will reward you for it 

and send you more traffic, and 2) your visitors will know they are in the 

perfect place and will get a quote!

Niche Down for Eye-Popping 
Traffic & Conversions

TOP 5
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Then a cycle begins:

When a visitor lands on your page, they stay

Visitors stay on your site longer than they would at an average site

They engage more, clicking on more pages

 Google TRACKS stuff like bounce rate, time on site, and pages/visit,  

and recognizes your site as something special. 

Google rewards you with higher rankings so you’ll get more traffic

 When you start ranking higher in the search results, people will trust your 

site even more, giving you even greater conversions. 

BOTTOM LINE: Focus on a particular niche, provide the best resource online to  

serve them, and watch your traffic, conversion and sales jump through the roof.

CLICK HERE FOR 25 UNTAPPED 
INSURANCE NICHES

TIP 2 Organize Your Site to  
Dominate Your Niche
If you don’t want to create a whole new site centered around a particular niche, 

you don’t have to.

Pick a page on your site to be the “hub” for a select group, and write multiple 

articles on the subject, all linking to that hub. 

EXAMPLE:

Let’s say you wanted to rank #1 in Google for “Life Insurance with High  

Blood pressure”.

1
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6

life insurance with high blood pressure

http://moz.com/beginners-guide-to-seo/how-usability-experience-and-content-affect-search-engine-rankings
http://elifetools.com/25-untapped-insurance-niches/
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First, Post an article of “Epic” status. This will be our “Pillar Post”.

(Oh, and while a bit crude, THIS might be the best article about writing EPIC 

articles you’ll ever read.)

If you could write over 3000 words, you’re well on your way. Answer every 

question someone with high blood pressure could have about life insurance.

Next, write 10-20 supporting articles. All of these articles should link to your 

pillar article about blood pressure. This will help Google know your pillar post  

is important and they will take notice.

•  How (Insert BP Med) Affects Life Insurance Rates – You can write many of 

these for various meds

•  Prudential vs. MetLife with Blood Pressure – Who Has Better Life Ins Rates? 

(You can do this several times using different insurance company names)

•  Best (Whole life, no exam, term, UL) Rates with High BP

Write about:

- people you’ve helped with high bp

- how companies rate blood pressure

- whether treatment matters

- what if they were declined

- controlled vs uncontrolled bp

- does it matter if they were recently diagnosed or had it a long time

- and then keep going. 

http://fizzle.co/sparkline/write-epic-shit?tt
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Answering FAQ’s is kind of stupid.

Yeah, every site needs them to help their visitors, but as far as ranking for 

keywords, you’re probably not going to rank for a LONG time for things like:

- What is life insurance?

- Cost of term life insurance

- How much life insurance do I need?

- What type of life insurance policy should I buy?

- What’s the difference between term and whole life?

And you know what?

You probably don’t want to be ranking for those common questions anyway. 

You don’t want to rank for “what is life insurance?”

The person who searches for that is at the beginning of their search. 

You’re searching for that guy who is on the internet and finds some information 

about Banner Life. But he’s only heard of Met Life so he does another Google 

search for, “Compare Banner Life to Met Life”. 

Now if you happen to have an article comparing Banner with MetLife, guess 

who Google will put at #1 and guess which article the searcher will click on? 

Yours!

Answer “Infrequently  
Asked Questions”

TIP 3
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Many business owners keep their eye on return on investment (ROI).

But you know what I’ve found to be exponentially more valuable in my business?

ROR.

That’s Return on Relationship.

When I look back at the past 8 years, I can track a lot of my success to  

a handful of key relationships I built.

Focus on Return on RelationshipTIP 4

Secret to Coming up with “In-FAQ’s”

Focus on two types of articles.

COMPARISON POSTS – Use phrases like:

a. “Compare Prudential Term Elite with Term Essential”

b. “What’s the difference between…”

c. “Term Elite vs. Term Essential” 

NEGATIVE PHRASES CONSUMERS WILL USE WHEN RESEARCHING 

THE CARRIER/PRODUCT – Use phrases with the words bad, reviews, 

complaints, problems, advantages and disadvantages, and pros and cons.

People are always going to search for strings like:

- What are the pros and cons of 20 year term?

- Complaints for Allstate Insurance

- Negative reviews for Prudential life insurance

1

2

http://elifetools.com/ror-marketing-return-on-relationship
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A good relationship can provide you:

• Introductions

• Referrals

• Guest post opportunities

• Backlinks

• Affiliate or referral agreements

• Cross-promotion

For example, I reached out to a new insurance blogger, Jeff Rose from Good 

Financial Cents, a few years ago, and developed a relationship with him.

Over the years, Jeff has linked to me, allow me to guest post on his site, and 

quoted me on big-name sites like AOL. He also introduced me to a guy by the 

name of Pat Flynn, which led to an awesome guest post opportunity.

Of course, I’ve reciprocated whenever possible.

In another case, I bought an online course from Matt Carter of Matt Carter’s 

Internet Marketing Blog (which has been ranked as one of the top 50 blogs 

about blogging). As I went through the course, I updated Matt on the results  

I was getting from his awesome course and we became friends. We later  

co-founded a life insurance site together, Term Life Insurance for Males,  

which generated over $100,000 for us.

There are two main ways I’ve developed my key relationships over the years:

The “Jab Jab Jab Right Hook” Method: As Gary Vaynerchuk suggests  

in his book, I don’t ever ask for anything until I’ve built a rapport. This is 

easy to accomplish. Simply share an influencer’s posts on social media, 

comment on their posts, and send them emails thanking them or 

complimenting them without asking for anything.

1

http://www.goodfinancialcents.com/?es=cc99etmad9x4iwxzdl9b2zllz30lcd6i
http://www.smartpassiveincome.com/what-would-happen-to-my-online-business-if-i-died/?es=cc99etmad9x4iwxzdl9b2zllz30lcd6i
http://mattsmarketingblog.com/?es=cc99etmad9x4iwxzdl9b2zllz30lcd6i
http://termlifeinsurancemales.com/?es=cc99etmad9x4iwxzdl9b2zllz30lcd6i
https://www.garyvaynerchuk.com/the-one-thing-i-didnt-clarify-enough-in-jab-jab-jab-right-hook/?es=cc99etmad9x4iwxzdl9b2zllz30lcd6i
http://mattsmarketingblog.com/?es=cc99etmad9x4iwxzdl9b2zllz30lcd6i
http://onlineincometeacher.com/tips/top-50-blogs-about-blogging/?es=cc99etmad9x4iwxzdl9b2zllz30lcd6i
http://onlineincometeacher.com/tips/top-50-blogs-about-blogging/?es=cc99etmad9x4iwxzdl9b2zllz30lcd6i
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Ok, so tips 1-4 dealt with traffic tips, but remember we’re talking about how  

to generate “Traffic and Leads” here.

Getting traffic only gets you half way there.

You’ve got to have some way of Converting your visitors into a Lead.

You may think you’re doing well here, but I’m constantly amazed by how many 

sites (even some very high traffic sites) are wasting valuable visitors by using  

calls to action like these:

Why Your Lead Capture Sucks, 
and How to Fix It

TIP 5

 Pay Them: I’ve paid for consulting time with guys like Marcus Sheridan, 

Neil Patel, and Brian Dean. Honestly, you can’t talk to someone about 

your business for an hour and not build rapport. You might hit it off with 

some of these people as I did with Brian Dean, who featured me in a 

Backlinko post.

It doesn’t take long. Just be consistent. Add value. And when the time is right, 

you can ask for a favor.

2
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There are a few reasons your call to action might suck:

You have no lead capture form

It’s not placed in a prominent place 

Your lead capture doesn’t convert

Your form is outdated or ugly looking

I’ve tested multiple lead capture forms, and the one I’ve found converts best is 

Ninja Quoter’s Website Quoters.

When placed in the right hand sidebar, it takes up about a third of the page.  

It is VERY obvious to the visitor what you want them to do… You want them to 

give you their info.

Now, Ninja Quoter charges a small, monthly fee to use their quoters. I also want 

to tell you a way to get a FREE website quote form for your site, and that is to 

get contracted with Pinney Insurance, my IMO. I’ve written an extensive review 

about them, and think the world of them.

Unfortunately, I don’t think much of their quote forms. Not too attractive in my 

opinion, but they do have some different colors to choose from and different 

sizes… and hey, it’s free. 

So, if you’re on a shoestring budget, you can use Pinney’s forms. Otherwise, the 

tracking features and variety of forms at Ninja Quoter destroy Pinney’s free forms.

ONE MORE THING HERE: I’ll also add that it’s best if you have a CRM with 

automatic email drip tied to your lead source. For example, when someone gets 

a quote at highrisklifeinsuranceagency.com, their information is immediately sent 

to VAMdB, my insurance CRM, which immediately sends them an email, and 

continues to send them emails until you get a hold of them.

CLICK HERE TO GET 1 FREE 
MONTH OF NINJA QUOTER

1

2

3

4

http://elifetools.com/ninja-quoter
http://elifetools.com/ninja-quoter
http://elifetools.com/pinney
http://elifetools.com/ninja-quoter
http://elifetools.com/vamdb
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Here’s a bit of a bonus for you. This one actually isn’t free. It costs $20 per 

month if you don’t already have Aweber or some other email marketing 

software. (although it does have 1 free month)

But one of the big mistakes I’m seeing on a lot of insurance sites is one fatal flaw…

Everyone is Going for the Homerun

Here’s what I mean. 

A man enters your site, reads a bit of your content, sees your quote form but is 

not quite ready for a quote. He leaves, and probably never finds his way back.

You just lost that sale.

What you have to realize is that some visitors aren’t ready to buy.

That’s why you offer them the opportunity to sign up for your newsletter. 

Some people sign up if they liked your 

site enough. But you can make the offer 

even more compelling by offering them 

an ebook of some sort.

On IBBC, I offer an ebook titled the “5 

Insider Tips for Massive Life Insurance 

Savings”. It’s just a pdf I put together. 

Nothing special.

I can then “nurture” that lead, send them 

updates, and when they’re ready, they’ll 

click back to my site and get a quote.

Email CaptureBONUS 
TIP
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Thanks for reading! If you read this guide in its entirety, please shoot 

me an email at chris@elifetools.com and let me know what you thought or if you 

had any questions.

Also, feel free to share this guide with anyone you like. Just please don’t reprint 

any of this information anywhere without my consent.

Thanks,

Chris Huntley

www.eLifeTools.com 




